Clinical effects of transcranial electrical stimulation with weak currents are remarkable considering the low amplitude of the electric fields acting on the brain. Elucidating the processes by which small currents affect ongoing brain activity is of paramount importance for the rational design of noninvasive electrotherapeutic strategies and to determine the relevance of endogenous fields. We propose that in active neuronal networks, weak electrical fields induce small but coherent changes in the firing rate and timing of neuronal populations that can be magnified by dynamic network activity. Specifically, we show that carbachol-induced gamma oscillations (25-35 Hz) in rat hippocampal slices have an inherent rate-limiting dynamic and timing precision that govern susceptibility to low-frequency weak electric fields (Ͻ50 Hz; Ͻ10 V/m). This leads to a range of nonlinear responses, including the following: (1) asymmetric power modulation by DC fields resulting from balanced excitation and inhibition; (2) symmetric power modulation by lower frequency AC fields with a net-zero change in firing rate; and (3) half-harmonic oscillations for higher frequency AC fields resulting from increased spike timing precision. These underlying mechanisms were elucidated by slice experiments and a parsimonious computational network model of singlecompartment spiking neurons responding to electric field stimulation with small incremental polarization. Intracellular recordings confirmed model predictions on neuronal timing and rate changes, as well as spike phase-entrainment resonance at 0.2 V/m. Finally, our data and mechanistic framework provide a functional role for endogenous electric fields, specifically illustrating that modulation of gamma oscillations during theta-modulated gamma activity can result from field effects alone.
Introduction
Transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) with weak currents is actively investigated to treat a range of neurological and psychiatric disorders (Fregni et al., 2006; Liebetanz et al., 2006) . Because of the general safety profile (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000; Iyer et al., 2005) , low-intensity TES is also used as a tool for cognitive research in healthy subjects (Marshall et al., 2005) . These studies leverage the induction of lasting changes, but evidently these long-term effects must be mediated by immediate effects during stimulation. Indeed, there is evidence that low-intensity TES can affect ongoing brain activity (Kirov et al., 2009; Pogosyan et al., 2009) . Despite its promise, fundamental questions remain on how weak-current TES can affect ongoing brain activity. Simulations of noninvasive electrical stimulation show that electric fields in cortex reach a maximum of ϳ1 V/m per 1 mA of applied current (Datta et al., 2009) . Animal studies indicate that these electric fields will incrementally polarize somatic membranes at levels below synaptic background activity (somatic polarization, Ͻ0.3 mV per V/m uniform electric field) ).
Yet, there is increasing evidence that very weak electric fields (of ϳ1 V/m) can acutely modulate coherent network activity (Deans et al., 2007) , indicating that small incremental polarization of individual neurons, when operating coherently on a population of coupled neurons, can entrain ongoing network dynamics (Parra and Bikson, 2004) . The aim of this study is to explicate and differentiate the specific aspects of network dynamics, in particular of endogenous oscillatory activity, that facilitate this interaction.
The hippocampal slice preparation is a well established tool to characterize the effects of applied fields (Jefferys, 1981; Gluckman et al., 1996) and the cellular and network properties underlying endogenous coherent oscillations (Traub et al., 1996; Bartos et al., 2007) . Transcranially applied currents result in approximately uniform fields on length scales of single neurons. Uniform electric fields with controlled orientation can be readily generated across hippocampal slices. Carbachol perfusion generates well characterized and stable beta/gamma activity (25-40 Hz) (Fisahn et al., 1998) . We analyzed the changes in extracellular local field potential oscillations induced by carbachol in hippocampal slices during application of low-intensity and low-frequency uniform fields (Ͻ10 V/m, Ͻ50 Hz). The observed modulation in power of the endogenous oscillations are explained by a computational network model of excitatory and inhibitory spiking neurons, which are incrementally polarized in accordance with previous hippocampal recordings. The model predicted that altered network dynamics are reflected in altered population firing rate, increased spike timing, or phase-entrainment resonance, predictions that were then confirmed with intracellular recordings of pyramidal neurons. These results establish a variety of basic positive field stimulation is thus typically expected to depolarize CA3c soma, while weak negative field stimulation should hyperpolarize CA3c soma (Deans et al., 2007) . Stimulation was applied 45-60 min after the application of carbachol. During that time, the oscillation stabilized in power and frequency. Unless otherwise stated, each stimulation lasted in all instances for 2 s, and signals were recorded in frames of 5 s (1.5 s before and after the stimulation). Frames with different stimulation frequencies and/or amplitudes were interleaved in random order.
Power analysis and statistics. Stimulation artifacts in the extracellular recordings were minimized using an isopotential reference electrode, as described above. In addition, in the case of AC stimulation, a sinusoid was fit in amplitude, frequency, and phase, and subtracted from the extracellular trace. Spectrograms (see Figs. 3A, 4A) were then computed (300 ms hamming window, 90% overlap) on individual 5 s frames and averaged over 80 to 220 frames for each stimulation condition (amplitude and frequency) and slice. Percentage modulation in power was measured as a power ratio normalized by the prestimulus power in the frequency band of the endogenous oscillation (center frequency range, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] bandwidth, 5 Hz) . For each stimulation condition, distinct phenomena were observed; to quantify their dependence on electric field magnitude, distinct power ratios were chosen as follows: for the case of DC stimulation, modulation was quantified as the power ratio between stimulation and prestimulus periods; for the case of AC modulation, as the power ratio between intervals of positive fields and intervals of negative fields; and in the case of the half-harmonics, as the power ratio between the half-harmonic frequency during stimulation and the endog-Figure 1. Experimental and computational network methods. A, Experimental setup: spatially uniform electric fields were applied across hippocampal slices in an interface chamber. Recording of LFPs and intracellular potentials were performed in the CA3 region of hippocampus relative to an isopotential electrode in the bath (dotted line). The orientation of the pyramidal layer of the CA3c region was perpendicular to the applied field. B, Computational network model: 800 excitatory and 200 inhibitory neurons are synaptically connected with various synaptic strengths w. C, The electrical stimulation in the model was implemented as low-pass-filtered current ( E ϭ 10 ms) that is proportional to the applied field E. D, The polarization of the single-neuron model of Izhikevich to a current injection (dashed blue line) exhibits low-pass characteristics. A better match to experimental data is observed with the additional low-pass filter. The combined model (solid red line) has a peak gain at ϳ7 Hz. enous frequency before stimulation. Unless otherwise stated, results are reported as the mean Ϯ SD; n ϭ number of slices or cells, and p Ͻ 0.05 for statistical significance.
Analysis of intracellular recordings. Spike detection was performed by applying a threshold (0.4 of the maximum voltage of the action potential) on the membrane voltage after subtracting for each frame its median value. The phase n of the nth spiking time relative to the applied AC field was determined directly from the recorded stimulation signal. Coherence between spike times and applied field was measured as the vector strength, r ϭ 1 N ͯΑ nϭ1 N exp͑ ͱϪ1 n ͒ͯ, which follows a Rayleigh distribution under the null hypothesis of no entrainment, from which a p-value can be computed. Computational model. A network model of excitatory and inhibitory neurons was used to explain the extracellular results in brain slices. The model was then used to make predictions on spiking activity, which were tested subsequently with experimental single-cell recordings. The present model evidently does not aim to capture all known details of hippocampal neurons and their connectivity, but rather it aims to provide the simplest possible biophysical explanations for the observed data while constraining most modeling parameters based on the extracellular recordings. Therefore, we used single-compartment neurons, CA3 pyramidal and perisomatic targeting inhibitory neuron classes, and relatively local dense connectivity. The motivations for these simplified assumptions will be discussed in the next sections.
Single-cell model. We focus on the soma as the site where polarizing fields translate into effects on firing rate and spike timing. The dendritic arbors are also known to be polarized by electric fields (Chan et al., 1988; Bikson et al., 2004) ; however, we have shown previously that modulation of spike timing in an individual neuron could be adequately modeled by a simple single-compartment neuron model (integrate-and-fire) (Radman et al., 2007) . We similarly anticipated that changes in spike rate of individual neurons can be reproduced with single-compartment models. Importantly, using a single-compartment model we can precisely constrain the strength and time course of the membrane polarization resulting from applied fields based on data from published experimental recordings. Here, we chose the phenomenological neuron model of Izhikevich (2003 Izhikevich ( , 2006 because it can reproduce a large variety of electrical behaviors of real neurons (e.g., spiking, bursting, adaptation, subthreshold oscillations) by changing only a few parameters. The differential equations describing the membrane potential V(t) can be evaluated numerically very efficiently, resulting in the following update equations for a small time step ⌬t as follows:
with fixed parameters a ϭ 0.04, b ϭ 5, c ϭ 140, and a spike threshold ϭ 30. These values are chosen in Izhikevich (2003) to replicate the time course of action potential initiation (the numerical value of the dimensionless variable V should be taken to represent mV, and the unitary time step was chosen here to represent 0.77 ms). These parameters define the nonlinear dynamic of the membrane voltage in response to the driving current I(t). Notice that the dynamic changes gradually as long as the membrane voltages V(t) remains below the threshold value . When this value is exceeded during the action potential then the membrane voltage is reset to the membrane potential V o . The dynamic of the membrane voltage also depends on the recovery variable U(t), which evolves according to the following:
where ⌬U describes the after-spike reset of the recovery variable U(t), U is its relaxation time constant, and k U represents its sensitivity to changes in V(t) (Izhikevich, 2003) . The parameters that affect recovery, namely, V o , ⌬U, U , and k U , were chosen to approximate representative firing rates of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in hippocampus during carbachol-induced gamma oscillations (Oren et al., 2006) . To reflect diversity within each population, values were chosen normally distributed about their mean as follows: for excitatory neurons (mean Ϯ SD): U ϭ 43 Ϯ 4.3; k U ϭ 0.2 Ϯ 0.02; V o ϭ Ϫ65 Ϯ 6.5; and ⌬U ϭ 10 Ϯ 1; and for inhibitory neurons: U ϭ 100 Ϯ 0; k U ϭ 0.25 Ϯ 0; V o ϭ Ϫ65 Ϯ 0; and ⌬U ϭ 1 Ϯ 0. The parameters used here for inhibitory neurons correspond to fast-spiking perisomatic-targeting neurons. While different types of interneurons oscillate with the gamma cycle, perisomatic neurons synchronize tightly during carbachol-induced oscillations (Hájos et al., 2004; Oren et al., 2006) , are sensitive to excitatory input from pyramidal cells (Oren et al., 2006) , and directly affect somatic polarization, suggesting their participation in an excitatory/inhibitory loop. With the chosen parameters neither excitatory or inhibitory neurons fire without network input.
Model for the effect of carbachol. In the absence of synaptic input from the network, each excitatory cell is subjected to a random zero mean, 1.5 variance Gaussian noise current I N to simulate spontaneous activity of pyramidal cells under carbachol perfusion. Additionally, a predominant effect of carbachol is to increase excitability and to depolarize the membrane potential of pyramidal cells (Fisahn et al., 2002) . In the present model, excitability is determined primarily by parameter k U . Thus, the effect of carbachol application was simulated here by increasing the mean value of k U for excitatory neurons from its value of k U ϭ 0.2 to k U ϭ 0.24. With this, the spontaneous firing rates of excitatory neurons in isolation is 5 Ϯ 5 Hz.
Network model. CA3 recurrent connectivity is generally considered to be sparse (ϳ5% connections (Miles, 1990 ) but more dense locally (ϳ50%) (Li et al., 1994; Ishizuka et al., 1990; Wittner et al., 2006) . Connectivity also differs for pyramidal and interneurons (Sik et al., 1993; Gulyás et al., 1996) , and computational studies have used values between 5 and 50% (Wu et al., 1996; Mann et al., 2005; de Almeida et al., 2007) . The network model considered here consisted of N e ϭ 800 excitatory neurons and N i ϭ 200 inhibitory neurons with ϳ40% sparseness of the synaptic connections corresponding to a local network ( Fig. 1 B) . Changes in sparseness from 10 to 100% and changes in the number of neurons from 100 to 2000 do not qualitatively change the behavior of the network, provided that synaptic strengths are adequately scaled. When a spike is elicited by neuron m, the synaptic input current to neuron n is given by a first-order low-pass-filtered version of presynaptic impulse s(m, t) weighted by the corresponding synaptic strength w(n, m) (Traub et al., 2000; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Mann et al., 2005) . Summing the contribution from all neurons gives the synaptic input current to the nth neuron, as follows:
with s ϭ 0.5 ms for excitatory neurons and s ϭ 6 ms for inhibitory neurons. Synaptic strengths w were chosen to be uniformly distributed (Amarasingham and Levy, 1998) for: excitatory-to-excitatory, w ee ʦ ͓0, 0.65͔; excitatory-to-inhibitory, w ei ʦ ͓0, 2͔; inhibitory-to-excitatory, w ie ʦ ͓Ϫ1.7, Ϫ0.8͔; and inhibitory-to-inhibitory, w ii ʦ ͓Ϫ1.1, Ϫ0.3͔. These choices qualitatively reproduced the physiologically observed oscillations induced by carbachol in the beta/gamma range of 25-35 Hz (Fisahn et al., 1998 ) and neuronal firing rates of 8.7 Ϯ 4.8 Hz for excitatory and 21.1 Ϯ 1.4 Hz for inhibitory neurons, compatible with Oren et al. (2006) . Model of local-field potentials. The extracellular endogenous field is thought to result from synaptic activity and was chosen here to be proportional to the average of all the excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic currents (Nunez, 1981) . For visualization of the resulting spectrograms, 1/f noise was added to the simulated field to approximate typical background noise characteristic.
Model of effect of electric field. Inhibitory neurons were not polarized by the field, assuming a typical symmetric morphology (Radman et al., 2009 ). For pyramidal cells and weak uniform electric fields, incremental steady-state membrane polarization ⌬V is linear with the applied field magnitude E . The transient response of the membrane can be characterized by a capacitive first-order filter Deans et al., 2007) . Neuronal polarization by uniform electric fields E was therefore modeled as an equivalent low-pass intracellular current injection proportional to the applied field:
where k E is the sensitivity of the membrane to the field and depends on cell geometry and field orientation. The time constant E and sensitivity k E have been chosen here to match the experimentally observed membrane polarization of CA3 pyramidal cells in response to sinusoidal applied fields with magnitudes ԽEԽ. Specifically, by applying an equivalent current I E (t) in Equation 1, it is possible to define the incremental polarization ⌬V as the deviation from the resting membrane potential of an otherwise silent neuron (i.e., without synaptic input and carbachol effects). In the present model, for small incremental polarization (⌬V Ͻ 2 mV) the effect of the applied field on the Izhikevich model is also linear with field magnitude
and the effective gain g represents the magnitude response of the total system ( Fig. 1C , large box). This magnitude response gain is a function of stimulation frequency, as shown in Figure 1 D, and is determined by various parameters of the model. Note that Equation 1 of the Izhikevich (2003 Izhikevich ( , 2006 model already implements a low-pass response to an injected current ( Fig. 1 D, blue dashed line). However, the parameters of the Izhikevich (2003 Izhikevich ( , 2006 Figure 4 B the different polarization ranges shown all correspond to the same range of field magnitudes, namely E ʦ ͓0 V/m, 12 V/m͔. In summary, the total input current (I in Eq. 1) to the nth neuron is given by the following:
I͑n͒ ϭ ͭ I s ͑n͒ ϩ I E ϩ I N , for n excitatory,
where, as defined before, I N is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise current.
Analysis of network dynamics and excitatory-inhibitory balance.
To characterize the dynamic of excitation and inhibition on a moment-bymoment basis, we define an estimate of the mean excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents as follows:
where N e ‫ء‬ (t) and N i ‫ء‬ (t) are the numbers of excitatory and inhibitory neurons firing in a time bin of duration ⌬t at time t and w xx (x ϭ e, i) represents the mean synaptic strength between excitatory and inhibitory neurons, as defined above. The fractions in Equations 7 and 8 represent the average synaptic current strength in the network; once multiplied with the corresponding number of active excitatory and inhibitory neurons, one obtains an estimate of the total synaptic drive in the network. With this, one can also define the accumulated exci-tatory and inhibitory drive, or total synaptic charge, during time interval T as follows:
The integral extends either over the baseline interval T b ϭ {tԽ0.0s Յ t Յ 1.5s} or stimulus interval T s ϭ {tԽ1.5s Յ t Յ 3.0s}. We use this measure to determine the balance of excitation and inhibition over time. More specifically, we are interested in the changes of excitation or inhibition as result of stimulation and report thus the ratios Q e
Reporting the relative change has the added advantage of making the results independent of the basal values of excitation and inhibition, which may vary with specific network parameter settings.
Results
The overall goal of this study was to explain the effects of weak applied electric fields on ongoing endogenous network activity. Our approach was to systematically characterize the effects of well controlled (uniform) applied DC and sinusoidal AC fields on pharmacologically induced oscillations in brain slices. Several distinct frequency-dependent responses were observed in the extracellular field and quantified as a function of field strength. The different types of responses provided strict limits for a parsimonious computational network model, which aimed to explain the cellular and network mechanisms underlying susceptibility to weak fields. The predictions of the model for the underlying cellular mechanisms were tested using intracellular recordings. The model was then used to analyze the behavior of the network by systematically changing the amplitude and frequency of the stimulation. An inclusive mechanistic framework is presented in the Discussion section.
In vitro extracellular recordings
Consistent with previous studies (Williams and Kauer, 1997; Hájos et al., 2004; Oren et al., 2006) , carbachol (20 M) induced oscillatory activity in the local field potentials measured in the CA3 region of the hippocampus with frequencies in the range of 25-35 Hz (29 Ϯ 3 Hz) and a bandwidth of 5-10 Hz (7-10 dB above background) ( Fig. 2 A) . In most slices, the activity was persistent and stable in power and frequency for over 2 h. This permitted testing of a range of stimulation protocols from DC to 40 Hz sinusoidal AC. Within this range of frequencies, three qualitatively distinct dynamics were observed:
DC stimulation modulates extracellular field oscillation
Positive and negative uniform DC electric fields were applied for a duration of 2 s at various intensities (ԽEԽ Ͻ 10 V/m). Positive fields (anode on the CA1 alveus side) will typically depolarize the soma of CA3 pyramidal cells, while negative fields (cathode on the CA1 alveus side) will be typically hyperpolarizing (Deans et al., 2007) . Negative fields decreased the steady-state power of gamma oscillations measured during stimulation ( Fig. 3A .1), while positive fields increased steady-state gamma power ( Fig.  3A .2). The strength of the modulation indicates that the sensitivity of oscillation to the applied fields differs across slices ( Fig.  3B.1,B .2). This is not unexpected given the importance of cell morphology relative to applied fields in determining cellular coupling strength (Chan et al., 1988; Radman et al., 2009 ) and inevitable anatomical variation across slice sections (including CA3 curvature relative to the applied field). However, although subthreshold cellular polarization is largely symmetric , in the majority of the slices (n ϭ 8 slices) we observed an asymmetry in the strength of steady-state modulation of oscilla-tions as reflected in the normalized power ratio ( Fig. 3B.1,B .2), whereby hyperpolarizing fields had a stronger effect than depolarizing fields. Frequency of oscillation was modified in some cases, but no clear relationship with stimulation amplitude or polarity was identified. When analyzing steady-state power ratio, the initial 1 s was excluded since the onset and offset of the DC field stimulation induced transient responses ( Fig. 3A .1,A.2). In particular, positive transients generated population spikes, while negative transients induced suppression of the endogenous oscillations for about 200 ms. Notably, following the termination of DC stimulation (when the applied field intensity is evidently zero), population spikes were observed after negative fields and suppression was observed after positive fields; the duration of these poststimulation effects exceeded the expected cellular (field) recovery time constant (ϳ20 ms). In summary, steadystate network dynamics are on average more susceptible to negative fields than positive fields, while robust enhancement and depression may be observed on short-time scales (Ͻ200 ms) depending on the direction of change.
Low-frequency AC stimulation (Յ12 Hz) results in bidirectional modulation of ongoing oscillation
Stimulation with AC at frequencies Յ12 Hz applied for 2 s induced modulation of ongoing gamma activity with the frequency of the applied stimulation ( Fig. 3A.3 ). Figure 3B .3 summarizes the strength of the modulation across the slices tested (n ϭ 9). The strength of modulation by AC fields increased with increasing field magnitudes, and the sensitivity of the slices captured by the slopes in Figure 3B .3 differed from slice to slice. Importantly, the modulation in power with low-frequency AC is significantly larger than that for DC stimulation [Fig. 3, compare B.1,B .2 (vertical axis), B.3]. Indeed, the most sensitive slice responded to fields as low as 0.5 V/m for stimulation with 7 Hz. Moreover, enhancement and suppression under low-frequency AC fields was more symmetric than in the case of DC stimulation; thus, modulation by low-frequency AC could not simply be explained by alternating DC effect, with the enhanced strength of modulation reflecting a network dynamic, which is elucidated in the next section. As with the DC fields, the frequency of endogenous oscillation varied during stimulation, but no reliable trend with stimulation frequency or amplitude could be established.
AC stimulation close to the endogenous frequency induces half-harmonic oscillations Stimulation at frequencies of 20 -40 Hz with amplitudes lower than ϳ4 V/m did not induce any apparent change in the oscilla- tion power or frequency of the endogenous oscillations (but see analysis of intracellular recordings below). Stronger stimulation (Ն4 V/m) induced oscillations at half the frequency of the stimulating AC fields (subharmonic) concurrent with a reduction in power of the endogenous frequency ( Fig. 3A.4 ). Because of onfrequency stimulation artifacts, this latter effect could only be resolved in the signal when stimulating at some distance from the endogenous frequency. In the raw traces, the half-harmonic oscillation manifests as population spikes that are in phase with every other positive applied field cycle. The power of this subharmonic oscillation increased with the strength of the applied AC field ( Fig. 3B .4 ) (n ϭ 10 slices). Some slices were less sensitive to subharmonics generation, as quantified by power ratio.
In silico network model
To explain these various phenomena, a computational model using single-compartment excitatory and inhibitory neurons was built (see Materials and Methods). The susceptibility of pyramidal cell somas to weak uniform fields has previously been determined and was directly incorporated as voltage polarization of single-compartment neurons Deans et al., 2007; Radman et al., 2007 Radman et al., , 2009 . Moreover, the variety of phenomena and their dependence on field intensity described in the previous sections provided strong constraints for the model. As illustrated in the next sections, this parsimonious model was able to reproduce and explain the range of phenomena under fixed parameter settings. To account for interslice variability, various network parameters could be independently adjusted. Instead, with the goal of using a single set of model parameters to globally explain the observed phenomena, we identified a single parameter, namely excitatory-excitatory (e-e) synaptic strength w ee , whose variation could explain and reconcile all interslice variability. Endogenous local field potential oscillations were simulated as the postsynaptic currents averaged over the population of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. This simulated extracellular activity reproduced qualitatively the local field potential oscillations observed in slice with frequencies in the range of 25-26 Hz (Fig.  2 B.1,B.2, raster plot) . The average firing rate of excitatory neurons in the model was 8.7 Ϯ 4.8 Hz for excitatory and 21.1 Ϯ 1.4 Hz for inhibitory neurons. Thus, most inhibitory neurons fire in every cycle of the oscillation, while excitatory neurons fire on average every third beat. The time delay between the peak of firing of excitatory and inhibitory neurons is 2.5 Ϯ 0.7 ms. These features are all compatible with previous reports on pyramidal and perisomatic-targeting interneurons during carbacholinduced gamma oscillations (Hájos et al., 2004; Oren et al., 2006) . The time course of excitation and inhibition during the oscillations is shown in Figure 2B .3. In this section on the network model, various observations will be made on the effects of fields on firing rates and spike times to explain underlying mechanisms. These observations represent de novo predictions of the computational model established before any intracellular recordings. Thus, the subsequent experimental testing of these predictions provides validation and foundation for then applying this model to analyze the underlying dynamics of weak field modulation.
DC stimulation-steady-state rate modulation
The computational model was able to reproduce changes in oscillatory power under DC stimulation as observed in vitro ( Fig.  4 A.1,A.2,B.1,B.2) . The power ratio of modulation increased with field intensity. For the computational model, we report the stimulation intensity in terms of incremental polarization for an isolated neuron. Several observations follow from comparing the sensitivity (slope) of the network model and slices to DC fields (compare Figs. 4 B.1,B.2, 3B.1,B.2) . First, the power modulation of the most sensitive slices is reproduced by an effective cellular coupling constant of 0.2 mV polarization per V/m field; this value is precisely in line with experimental quantification of coupling constants. Thus, for DC modulation (and indeed as we show below for AC fields) experimentally determined cellular coupling constants are sufficient to account for gamma oscillation sensitivity to weak electric fields. Second, weak fields, which in combination with small coupling constant results in sub-millivolt polarization, nonetheless exert a profound effect on coherent network activity; we go on to address the network source of this amplification. Third, interslice variability in sensitivity (slope of the power ratio) is readily explained by variation in anatomy and alignment changing average coupling constants. The same principle can also explain diversity in slice AC sensitivity. However, variation in cellular coupling constants cannot explain diversity across slices in asymmetric sensitivity to positive and negative fields. Rather, the higher sensitivity to negative (soma hyperpolarizing) versus positive (soma depolarizing) DC fields observed in some slices is explained by the network model as being a result of an increasing inhibitory input that grows faster than excitatory input with increasing excitatory rate. Thus, an increase of excitation due to the field is "kept in check" by an increase of feedback inhibition to reach a point of balanced excitation and inhibition ( Fig. 5A ; each point indicates a steady state of the dynamic balance). As a result, the excitatory-inhibitory (e-i) loop acts to limit the overall firing rate of the network. The firing rates at which this balance is attained depends on field strength and a number of network parameters. The dependence in e-e coupling strength in particular leads to a nonlinear dependence of this balance point on field strength (Fig. 5A) . When the e-e coupling is reduced (w ee ϭ 0.32530.275) (Fig. 4, blue and red curves) , the inhibitory rate required to achieve excitation-inhibition balance is reduced (Fig. 5A , red points lower than the blue points). Therefore, depolarization-induced excitation is balanced by a lesser inhibitory drive, and thus gamma oscillations are less affected by the stimulation than in the case of higher w ee (Fig. 4 B.2) . Notably, the same e-e coupling parameter can singularly account for differential sensitivity to modulation by low-frequency field and also subharmonic generation, as shown below.
DC stimulation-rate-change amplification is a network effect
The model shows that the modulation of the extracellular oscillations is concurrent with a significant increase and decrease in firing rates ( Fig. 6 A.1,A.2, raster plot) . These changes in firing rate modulate overall synaptic activity and thus underlie the modulation of extracellular field oscillations. To demonstrate that the strong rate modulation is the result of amplification through network dynamics and not just the response of individual neurons to the incremental polarization (as would be expected for isolated neurons), we stimulated the model neurons under a "frozeninput" condition. In this condition, the synaptic current drive to a neuron is recorded during endogenous rhythms without stimulation and then played back identically as driving current to an individual isolated neuron. When applying extracellular field stimulation to this frozen-input condition, the firing rate changed by a smaller amount and symmetrically for hyperpolarizing and depolarizing stimulation (Fig. 5C.1 ). We find that field strengths that have only a small and linear effect on firing rate for isolated neurons are amplified by the network dynamics by ϳ70%.
Low-frequency AC stimulation-symmetric power modulation with a net-zero change in firing rate
For AC stimulation below half of the frequency of the endogenous activity, the model reproduced a modulation in gamma power comparable to the in vitro data ( Fig.  4 A.3,B.3) . In contrast to DC stimulation, low-frequency AC modulation is more symmetric with periods of suppression followed by equally strong enhancement. As with DC stimulation, the changes in gamma power under low-frequency AC stimulation reflect changes in firing rate within the stimulation cycle ( Fig. 6 A.3) . Note that not all excitatory neurons fire in every gamma cycle and the attainable population rate scales with the number of available neurons. Consistent with this argument, a specific and telling prediction of the model is that across cycles there is no net change in population firing rate (Figs. 5C.2, 6A.3); excitatory cells that have not fired during suppressive cycles become available to fire in the next enhancing half-cycle leading to above-baseline gamma activity. Thus, the rate-limiting characteristic of the e-i loop that was observed in the DC case also governs enhancement and suppression in the lowfrequency AC case, resulting in unaltered average firing rates. The positive and negative transients at the onset and offset of DC stimulation follow a similar pattern.
Higher frequency AC stimulation-pacing increases timing precision resulting in half-harmonics
Simulation of sinusoidal stimulation with frequencies in the range of 20 -40 Hz reproduces subharmonics as observed in vitro Figure5. Analysisofthecomputationalmodelresults.A,IntegratedsynapticdriveQ e Ј andQ i Ј (totalchargedeliveredrelativetobaseline) duringDCstimulationatvariousfieldintensities.EachpointindicatesdatafromrepeatedrunsofthemodelaveragedϾ30frames(bluefor w ee ϭ 0.325 and red for w ee ϭ 0.275). Clusters reflect results for 11 field intensities tested indicating that the network converges to the same stable balance point. B, The instantaneous synaptic network drive in the computational model is represented as a point in the (j i , j e ) space. The trajectory of the points represents the instantaneous level of excitation/inhibition (following a 5 point moving average) before (black line) and during field application (green line). The stimulation amplitudes applied are the same as in the spectrograms in Figure 4A and in the raster plots in Figure 6A. B.1, B.2 ( Fig. 4 A.4,B.4 ) . Subharmonic intensity increased with stimulation intensity (compare Figs. 3B.4, 4B.4) ; as in the slice experiment, relatively high polarizations are needed to induce subharmonics. The model predicted increased synchrony of excitatory neurons during subharmonic generation (Fig. 6 A.4 ). This increased precision results from pacing (i.e., slightly advanced/delayed firing depending of the time of firing relative to the applied field). Indeed, the theory and experimental validation of this timing effect has been presented previously for isolated neurons (Radman et al., 2007) . But here, in a coupled network, the increased precision of the network results in a stronger, and hence prolonged, inhibitory volley, which then inhibits neurons from firing in the next cycle; thus, excitatory neurons "skip a beat," which is then reflected in the halfharmonic extracellular oscillations. The frozen-input condition confirms that the effect is a network phenomenon, since the firing rate does not change significantly without the network connections ( Fig. 5C.3) . As before, the diversity of sensitivity across slices can be reproduced by changing the e-e synaptic strength, w ee ϭ 0.32530.275 (Fig. 4 B.4, red line) , with decreasing sensitivity for decreased e-e coupling. It is notable that in the model enhanced asymmetry under DC fields coincides with reduced sensitivity to subharmonics, consistent with a pivotal role for this network parameter in determining sensitivity to a range of field waveforms. In the slice as well as the model, modulation is a stable phenomenon that can always be observed as soon as gamma activity is apparent. However, asymmetric DC modulation and half-harmonics do not always occur (Fig. 3B) with the same strength.
Higher frequency AC stimulation-phase-entrainment resonance
Faster stimulation at intensities Ͻ5 V/m did not significantly affect the power of the endogenous oscillations, as observed in the local field potential (LFP). We reasoned, however, that smaller fields should nonetheless have an effect, albeit small, on spike timing. If stimulation occurred at the frequency of the endogenous oscillation, then the timing effects may accumulate over multiple cycles. Thus, spike timing could align over multiple cycles with a constant phase relative to the applied field (Radman et al., 2007) . Indeed, Figure 7B.1,B.2 shows that in the model a polarization of 0.02 mV, corresponding to applied fields of ϳ0.2 V/m, results in a coherent firing in phase with the applied stimulation. However, strong coherence is only observed when the frequency of the stimulation matches the endogenous gamma oscillation. The model also shows entrainment at the approximate firing rate of excitatory neurons (approximately one third of the network oscillation) ( Fig. 7B.1 , second peak at lower frequency). Thus, weak fields entrain firing at all endogenous frequencies of the network.
Detailed analysis of the excitatory-inhibitory dynamic
We have argued for a rate-limiting property of the e-i loop with firing rates set by a balance of excitatory and inhibitory drive. This argument is based on average firing rate and ignores the rapid fluctuations of excitation and inhibition during the gamma cycle (Fig. 2 B.3) . Within each cycle, an excitatory volley is immediately followed by an inhibitory volley. The instantaneous synaptic network drive in the computational model is represented as a point in the (j i , j e ) space. The trajectory of the points represents the instantaneous level of excitation/inhibition (Fig. 5B ). The phase plane shows that the limit cycle shrinks during the application of hyperpolarizing DC field ( Fig. 5B.1) and slightly enlarges during depolarizing DC fields (Fig. 5B.2) . The dynamics of the network during the application of a slow AC field is represented by a transient shrinking and enlargement of the limit cycle ( Fig. 5B.3) . A qualitatively different dynamic, however, emerges for the case of fast AC stimulation (Fig. 5B.4 ) .
Testing predictions of the computational model with in vitro intracellular recordings
Under a single-parameter set, our parsimonious computational model reproduced a diversity of experimental observations while providing a number of mechanistic explanations-specific predictions about the underlying changes in firing rate and spike Quantitative comparison between the model and the intracellular recordings requires aggregating data over multiple frames (see Fig. 7 ).
timing including the following: (1) DC electrical stimulation affects the firing rate; (2) low-frequency AC stimulation modulates the firing rate on a short time scale without changing the longterm average; (3) AC stimulation at frequencies close to the endogenous frequency strongly affects spike timing; and (4) very low-amplitude electric fields at levels that do not induce manifest extracellular changes can nevertheless affect the network dynamics through a network resonance mechanism, which should be detectable as a coherence of spikes times with the field applied.
We next quantitatively tested these predictions using intracellular recordings (Fig. 6 B, illustrative examples of the different waveforms applied) and compared the following measures between the model and the slice: (1) change in firing rate during DC stimulation; (2) change in firing rate during AC stimulation; (3) coherence of spikes with the field applied; (4) mean angle between spikes and field applied; and (5) coherence of spikes with very low-amplitudes electric fields (0.2 V/m). Figure 7A compares the first four measures for excitatory model neurons (median and range shown as box-and-whiskers plot) and the experiment (circles indicate pyramidal neurons).
Unless otherwise noted, in this section we compared 6 V/m stimulation using DC, 2 Hz (very low frequency), 7 Hz (resonance of polarization plot), 13 Hz, and 26 Hz. Only slices with an endogenous 26 Hz oscillation were selected to facilitate compar-ison across slices (n ϭ 4 neurons from 3 slices). Stimulation intensity in the model was matched to the expected frequencydependent polarization: 6 V/m corresponds to ⌬V of 0.50 mV for DC, 0.53 mV at 2 Hz, 0.56 mV at 7 Hz, 0.50 mV at 13 Hz, and 0.39 mV at 26 Hz (see Materials and Methods).
Rate modulation
As predicted by the model, we measured an increase/decrease in the firing rate when applying depolarizing/hyperpolarizing fields (Fig. 7A.1 ). In the model and in the experiments, the change in the firing rate appeared to be symmetric with applied field polarity. Note that the firing rate can be made to match the experimental observation exactly by slightly adjusting the coupling constant. However, we have not done that as the purpose of this exercise was to test model predictions (i.e., all parameters were kept constant from the values that had been determined based on the effects observed in the extracellular oscillations).
Balanced modulation for slow AC fields and change in rate for fast AC fields
A notable intracellular correlate, predicted by the model, is that the average (i.e., net) firing rate of excitatory/pyramidal cells is unaltered during slow AC stimulation compared with baseline. Consistent with this observation, there was no significant change in average cellular firing rate for 2 Hz stimulation ( Fig. 7A.2) , even during significant field power and transient firing rate changes; this phenomenon is not necessarily expected and results from a specific network dynamic (see Discussion).
Pacing resulting in phase alignment
A further prediction is that in a paced network, firing times will coherently align to the applied field. The model accurately predicted frequency-dependent increases in coherence ( Fig. 7A.3) as well as a frequency-specific preferred phase reflecting a precise alignment of spiking to the applied field cycle (Fig. 7A.4 ) . The range of angles matches the theory established in Radman et al., (2007) (predicted to be between 40°and 130°). One technical exception is the frequency at which half-harmonics are obtained (26 Hz stimulation) where the dynamic of the network is drastically altered (as shown in Fig. 5B.4 ) . Here, the mean angle is no longer an appropriate measure as the predominant cycle duration does match the cycle from which the angle is computed. The firing rate change for AC stimulation also shows a higher sensitivity to 26 Hz stimulation ( Fig. 7A.2 ) even if the changes in the model are not as large as in the experiments, presumably because of the different baseline firing rate.
Entrainment down to 0.2 V/m
The model prediction on resonance at very weak fields ( Fig. 7B.1 , coherence peak, blue line) was tested on two slices (open circles). We indeed measured a significant coherence ( p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 7B .2) of spike times with applied electric fields when stimulating at the endogenous oscillation frequency (normalized frequency ϭ 1), but not at other frequencies ( 1). With 0.2 V/m, the field magnitude was significantly below the minimum required to observe effects on oscillations in the extracellular recordings. The peak of resonance at the endogenous frequency corresponds to an average single-neuron polarization of Ͻ20 V.
Deviations of the experiment from the model
Firing in model neurons is more regular than in real neurons, and firing rates were generally lower in intracellular recordings during nonstimulation periods (three of four cells). Moreover, the model shows enhanced pacing at 7 Hz that was not fully replicated experimentally (Fig. 7B.1) , presumably reflecting the peak in the polarization of model neurons around that frequency (Fig.  1 D) . Note that slices did demonstrate the strongest sensitivity to field modulations for stimulation at 7 Hz (see discussion in the next section). The deviation of the model predictions from the experimental results are comparatively small and could probably be corrected by carefully adjusting network parameters. However, our goal was not to perform curve fitting, but rather to obtain an unbiased test of the mechanistic explanations provided by the model.
Model results for multiple frequency and field intensities
In summary, a simple computational model, parametrized by phenomena observed in extracellular field oscillations, correctly predicted all qualitative effects on firing rate and spike timing for a diversity of dynamic effects. Indeed, with a few exceptions, the predictions were accurate enough to match quantitative measures of spike time coherence and angle as well as spiking rate changes. We can thus apply the model with some confidence to exhaustively test all frequencies and amplitudes, sweeping within the range of values that have been validated by experiment. This may provide answers to remaining open questions, for example:
(1) can endogenous oscillation frequency be modified? (2) Do the distinct phenomena observed here constitute a continuum or are there sharp transitions in the dynamics? A further advantage of the computational model is that extracellular oscillations can be measured without concern for on-frequency stimulus artifacts and that all spiking activity is readily available. Thus, we can sweep across all frequencies and measure (1) the main frequency and power during the stimulation, (2) coherence between the spikes of single neurons and the field applied, and (3) firing rate change of excitatory neurons (Fig. 8 ).
The computational model indicates that the frequency and power of the endogenous oscillations can be changed as a function of applied frequency and amplitude ( Fig. 8 A, B) . The change is more effective if the stimulation is close to rational frequencies of the endogenous frequency (in this case, 13, 26, and 52 Hz). A similar pattern is reflected in the firing rate change in Figure 8 D, as could be expected given that extracellular fields are directly linked to total synaptic activity. The transition to the subharmonics regime is an all-or-none transition (i.e., the network either skips a beat or it does not). At the boundary of this transition (in terms of stimulation amplitude and frequency), one observes on a short time scale either one or the other state, but never both. The entrainment for very low-amplitude fields broadens with increasing field amplitudes (Fig. 8C) . The sharp selectivity for best-frequency (i.e., resonance) is only expected at the lowest field intensities. The model also suggests that strong spike-field coherence occurs for stimulation at rational fractions of the frequency of the oscillations (at 13 and 7 Hz), which are preferred frequencies of the system with reliable phase relationships of spiking to applied fields (Fig. 8C) .
Two data points in Figure 8 A are worth highlighting.
(1) When applying fields at frequencies at approximately double the endogenous frequency, the oscillation entrains and the endogenous frequency shifts ( Fig. 8 A, inset) , in agreement with previous results for kainate-induced gamma oscillations (Deans et al., 2007) . This entrainment phenomenon is distinct from the altered dynamic leading to half-harmonic network oscillation (Fig.  5B.4 ). (2) Stimulation at frequencies and amplitudes that are comparable to endogenous theta activity (7 Hz, 1 V/m) can significantly modulate endogenous gamma activity ( Fig. 3B.3 , circles) (n ϭ 3 slices). The experimentally observed LFP spectrograms are well reproduced by the computational model ( Fig. 9,   compare A.1, A. 2), and stimulation with waveforms approximating endogenous hippocampal theta (sharp depolarizing ramp and slower hyperpolarizing ramp) produces comparable modulatory effects ( Fig. 9B.1) . The excitatory spike times in the model are broadly distributed across the theta cycle with a maximum at the peak of the depolarizing phase of the theta field ( Fig. 9B .2) resembling in vivo recordings of theta-modulated gamma activity (Bragin et al., 1995; Buzsáki, 2002) .
Discussion
Decades of experience with experimental and clinical studies indicate that low-intensity electrical currents may acutely modulate network dynamics (Creutzfeldt et al., 1962; Gartside, 1968; Jefferys, 1981; Nitsche and Paulus, 2000; Durand and Bikson, 2001; Gluckman et al., 2001; Boggio et al., 2007) , but a comprehensive framework for explaining neuromodulation is lacking. Such a framework should quantitatively reconcile how incremental ("negligible") effects of weak currents on isolated neuron membrane potential Deans et al., 2007; Radman et al., 2009 ) lead to significant changes in network dynamics through nonlinear amplification mechanisms at the cellular (e.g., timing,) and/or network levels (Parra and Bikson, 2004 ). An inclusive framework, covering all relevant intensities and frequencies, is necessary to make predictions to improve clinical therapies using low-intensity stimulation, such as transcranial electrical stimulation.
Thus, the questions we aimed to address included the following: (1) will small timing effects at the single-neuron level (Radman et al., 2007) accumulate to large effect on a network level or, conversely, will they be neutralized by a robust network dynamic? (2) Are empirical observations with specific waveforms discrete and unrelated phenomena, or is there a continuum of effects using a range of amplitudes and frequencies? (3) Are there preferred or resonant frequencies for network-level modulation? (4) What attributes of the network are pivotal in determining susceptibility to electric fields? And (5) do changes in network dynamic, in turn, alter single-cell firing statistics? That is, is the sensitivity of the cell functionally increased by virtue of being part of an active network?
To methodically address these questions, we swept stimulation frequency and amplitude in a tractable brain slice system. A parsimonious network model was precisely constrained at the cellular level in terms of coupling strength and time constant ( Fig.  1 ) and constrained at the network level in terms of field power modulations (Fig. 4) . Explicit model predictions on underlying effects on spiking activity were then tested by intracellular recording. The mechanisms can be grouped as effects on firing rate and changes in spike timing as follows.
Rate effect: power modulation by DC and slow AC fields result from a rate-limiting dynamic with balanced excitation/inhibition
Weak DC currents induced a marked change in gamma oscillations and corresponding changes in neuronal firing rate. Changes in cortical neuron firing rate under polarizing currents are well established; but here we show that neurons are more susceptible by virtue of involvement in active networks (e.g., compare with frozen-input condition in the model). The e-e loop is the primary source of this magnification: incremental polarization by weak currents leads directly to a small increase in firing rate, providing increased excitatory input, which results in further "amplified" increases of excitatory firing rate. The same positive feedback loop also magnifies the reduction in firing rate resulting for hyperpolarizing field stimulation.
The network dynamic balance changes in excitatory activity by a complimentary change in inhibitory activity (Fig. 5A) , preventing runaway excitation. This dynamic balance dictates the resulting firing rates and field oscillations, which depend therefore on the network architecture and electric field strength ( Fig. 5C.1) . For example, decreasing e-e coupling produces asymmetric modulation of oscillations when applying DC fields of different polarity ( Fig. 4 B.1,B.2) , whereas symmetric changes in firing rate are expected for isolated neurons.
More specifically, we argue for a ratelimiting property of the excitatory-inhibitory loop governing susceptibility to weak currents, in particular gamma-power amplitude modulation by low-frequency AC currents: excitatory cells that have not fired during a suppressive half-cycle of AC field stimulation become available to fire in the next enhancing half-cycle, transiently achieving higher firing rates. Thus, slow AC field stimulation for fields as low as 0.5 V/m results in strong modulation with no net change in average firing rate ( Fig. 7A.2) . The enhancing/suppressing effect of slow AC stimulation is symmetric and depends largely on the direction of field change rather than field polarity ( Fig. 4 B.3) . Similarly, the transients observed at the initiation and termination of DC fields (Fig.  3A.1,A. 2) reflect, in part, the dynamic of the rate-limiting system.
Timing effect: phase entrainment, resonance, and half-harmonic pacing for higher frequency applied AC fields result from spike time alignment and increased precision Small polarization, when appropriately timed, can advance or delay the precise time of firing of a neuron (Radman et al., 2007) . By acting simultaneously on many pyramidal neurons in an oscillating network, population frequency and phase entrainment can result (Francis et al., 2003; Parra and Bikson, 2004) . (1) When the amplitude of stimulation is sufficient to affect the timing within an individual cycle, then the network adjusts to match the stimulation frequency, or its subharmonics-as the maximum frequency of oscillation is limited by the recovery kinetics of the inhibitory volley (Deans et al., 2007) . We emphasize that the resulting pacing results from incremental timing shifts induced by weak AC currents, in contrast to pacing by suprathreshold stimulation, which triggers action potentials. (2) For still weaker stimulation (as low as 0.2 V/m), phase entrainment can occur only if stimulation frequency is precisely matched to the endogenous rhythm so that even small time shifts can accumulate over multiple cycles, resulting in phase-entrainment resonance (Fig.  7B.1) . Indeed, experimental (Jefferys, 1981; Chan et al., 1988; Bikson et al., 2004; Radman et al., 2007) and theoretical studies (Weaver et al., 1998 ) that considered the sensitivity of single neurons in quiescent systems (e.g., coupling constant, evoked re- sponses) may underestimate the "functional" susceptibility of cells in active networks. As shown here, the behavior of a single neuron under electric fields may be dominated by its role in the network.
In addition, higher amplitude fields result in increased synchronization of firing times across neurons (early spikes are delayed and late spikes are advanced) (Radman et al., 2007) . This increased synchronization of the excitatory volley leads to a larger drive to inhibitory neurons that respond with a stronger inhibitory volley and the next excitatory volley is suppressed (the network "skips a beat"). Provided there is a sufficiently strong field, this change in dynamics may occur also in response to frequencies above the endogenous oscillation, resulting in third or quarter harmonics.
A quantitative and inclusive framework for oscillation modulation by weak currents
The sensitivity of active networks to weak currents is well established; here, we swept the space of frequencies and field intensities to explain the underlying mechanisms. In vitro and in silico experiments allowed us to characterize and reconcile the spectrum of effects previously observed and combine them with new observations following a few basic principles: (1) rate effect: asymmetric power modulation by DC fields, reflecting a balanced excitatory/inhibitory drive; (2) rate effect: symmetric power modulation by lower frequency AC fields with a net-zero change in firing rate resulting from the rate-limiting property of the excitatory-inhibitory loop; (3) timing effect: half-harmonic oscillations for higher frequency applied AC fields resulting from increased spike timing precision across neurons; and (4) timing effect: phase-entrainment resonance.
Consideration of network architecture, dynamics, and fieldspecific coupling will allow the translation of these principles to a range of normal and pathological oscillations (e.g., epilepsy) (Durand and Bikson, 2001) . For example, according to the present model, the entrainment of human slow-wave sleep oscillations (Marshall et al., 2005) -replicated in vitro (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010) and in animal studies (Ozen et al., 2009 ) as entrainment of up-down state transitions-results from rate modulation, as observed here for DC and slow AC stimulation. Similarly, these basic principles provide a framework for understanding the role of endogenous electric fields, notably thetamodulated gamma (Fig. 9 ) as a slow AC rate modulation effect. Indeed, our results show that endogenous theta fields (1 V/m) (Buzsáki, 2002) are sufficient in themselves to account for gamma modulation and for the general phase relationship of spike times relative to endogenous theta fields (even without increasing coupling sensitivity for nonuniformity) (Anastassiou et al., 2010) . Endogenous gamma fields are one order of magnitude lower than theta oscillations (Csicsvari et al., 2003) ; whether endogenous gamma fields have a functional role (e.g., Fig. 8C , coherence) remains to be determined (Bracci et al., 1999; Fujisawa et al., 2004; Weiss and Faber, 2010) . Finally, increasing interest in the therapeutic potential of weak transcranial DC and AC stimulation to treat a range of neuropsychiatric disorders (Knotkova and Cruciani, 2010; Loo et al., 2010) necessitates a quantitative framework for understanding and optimizing electrotherapeutic strategies. The coupling of oscillations with weak applied fields may provide a substrate for the induction of plastic changes that must underlie the persistent effects observed after acute stimulation.
Generally, we hope the methodological framework established here, with a parsimonious but experimentally constrained model, will support efforts to explain neuromodulation by weak currents, with sophistication in E-field and network modeling (Tiesinga et al., 2001; Berzhanskaya et al., 2007) leveraged only as needed to refine clinical predictions.
The critical balance of excitation and inhibition is a recurring theme in physiological (Haider et al., 2006; Renart et al., 2010) and pathological (Trevelyan et al., 2006 ) network mechanisms and, as shown here, may govern susceptibility to electric fields.
